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"Can Vietnam survive? A
Physittan’s View" still be the
subject of Lir. Lieerge Roth. a
pho shim, it I.,i just returned
Trout a 1, it-Weal hue.
iii
Vietnnin, Thursday night it 8
In Elliott The talk is co-sponsored by the Cminuittee fi.r a
Democratie Alt er net iv e,
a campus organization, and the
San Jose Democratic Club.
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Legislator Attacks
Clark and Tutorials
ASSellj/i111.al

’Grapes of Wrath’

ICH,

R-Southgate, yesterday , iticized
SJS President Robert D. CI Ht. and
the Tutorials program at S.I.
Wakefield demanded an investigation of charges leveled against
SJS by Dr. John W. Gilbaugh, a
former dean of the college who was
demoted to professor in education
In 1961.
Wakefield said that Clark had
given no explanation for the demotion and he feels the accusations
made by Gilbaugh have substance.
The legislator also criticized
Clark for allowing the college campus to be used to discuss American
involvement in the Vietnam war.
SJS professors held an anti-war
teach-in last October.
The Tutorials program directed
by Dr. Mervin L. Cadwallader also

Hayakawa
Talks Today

,;itia. under
It is an experimental cows, with no formal class
sessions or examinations.
Wakefield said there is a 50 per
cent attrition in the program and
"It is safe to say that this program
was a complete failure and that
huge sums of taxpayers’ money
were squandered."

War Forum
Set Friday
SJS has had sit-ins and teachins, and Friday on Seventh Street
it will have its first, "Stop, Look
and Listen," a new forum program
organized by Earl Hansen, senior
speech major and KSJS commentator.
Fridays’ discussion topic will be
"Vietnam and the College." It will
begin at noon, and all students
will have an opportunity to speak.
"In the past we has seen only
one group present a program of
action concerning Vietnam," said
Hansen. Hansen hopes that Friday’s program will present a
"range of ideas to choose from."
He Is inviting speakers from Professors Against the War and the
Vietnam Commitment Organization as well as a clergyman.
Hansen said the "Stop, Look and
Listen," will be a place where
"ideas can come together instead
of fists and skulls like we saw
here last November." He said the
college does not provide accessions
where leaders can be spawned. "If
San Jose State is to be a university in name it must be a university in spirit."

Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, scholar-inresidence, will speak today in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 10:30 am.
about "Success and Failure in
Communication,’
Hayakawa, professor of general
semantics at San Francisco State
College, has done television work
on KQED channel 9 and recently
participated in a symposium entitled, "Sexuality and Semantics."
The scholar - in - residence, cosponsored by the College Union
Program Board and the ASS Experimental College, will be free to
see and talk with students and
f acuity today
y an d tomorrow i n the
Faculty Office Building, Room 119.
"Messages and Messages About
Messages" will be the topic for the
noted semanticist’s lecture tomorrow, in Concert Hall at 10:30 am.
Dr. Hayakawa will also be on
A group of students supporting
campus March 27 and 28.
Dow Chemical Co. recruiter’s presence on campus have begun collecting signatures on Seventh
Street for a petition favoring
Dr. James Weinstein, author of "open job placement services."
According to Bob Watson, junior
"The Decline of American Socialism, 1912-1925," and a new book to political science major and member
be published this month, "The of the group, more than 100 signaCorporate Idea in the Liberal tures have been collected so far.
State," will speak in Cafeteria A He said he intends to present the
and B tomorrow at 4 p.m., spon- petition to the SJS administration,
sored by Professors Against the the Board of Trustees and the
War.
State Legislature.

Dow Supporters
Favor Open Jobs

PAW Speech

U.S. Will Wage Vietnam War
Successfully, Says LBJ
Presi- 33, and 2nd Lt. John J. McGinty
WASHINGTON (API
dent Johnson, whose Vietnam poli- III, 28, who were cited for heroism
cies were under fire on Capitol during Operation Hastings in July
Hill, said yesterday the United 1966.
Looking unusually somber, JohnStates would see the war through
son invoked the name of President
to a successful conclusion.
"This is an anxious time for Franklin D. Roosevelt in supportAmerica," Johnson said without re- ing his Vietnam policy.
He said Roosevelt spoke with a
ferring to the sometimes bitter
opposition to the war being raised heavy heart and added, "My heart
during Secretary of State Dean is heavy too."
Rusk’s appearance before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
"It calls for every fiber of our
courage, every resource of our intelligence, every capacity for sound
judgment that t he American
people can summon and that the
American people possess," he said
at a ceremony conferring the
Medal of Honor on two Marine ofTwo Republican businessmen,
ficers for gallantry in Vietnam.
one from Carmel Valley, the other
"I think if we are steady, if we from Livermore, have been apare patient, if we do not become pointed to the state college Board
the willing victims of our own de- of Trustees.
spair, if we do not abandon what
One of the appointees is Dudley
we know is right when it comes Swim, 62, of Carmel. Sen Alfred
under mounting challenge, we shall Alquist (D-San Jose) once opnever fail," the President added.
posed Swim’s nomination to anJohnson noted the presence other state education post, saying
zone
demilitarized
of
the
south
Swim was critical of the junior coldividing the two Vietnams of lege system. Swim is chairman of
"many, many regular units" of the the board of National Airlines.
North Vietnamese army.
The other new appointee named
"External aggression is open now by Governor Reagan is Karl
and undisguised," he said, adding Wente, 40. He is president of the
the "pretext that this is a civil Wente Brothers Winery in Liverwar" has been unmasked and no more.
The two will hold eight-year
longer claimed even by the Comterms, and will fill the posts held
munists.
The Marines honored by Johnson by Donald Hart and Gregson Boutwere Maj. Robert J. Modrzejewski, zer, Brown appointees.

Trustees
Appointed

Fuibrighes Troop Build-Up
Approval Measure Stymied
By JOSEPH E. MOHBAT
Associated Press Writer
Sen.
WASHINGTON (AP)
J. W. FWbright failed yesterday
to win a clear administration
promise to consult his Foreign
Relations Committee before deciding to send more U.S. troops
to Vietnam.
"If more troops are needed."
Secretary of State Dean Rusk told
as we
the committee, "we will
consult
have done in the past
Conof
with appropriate members
gress."
With that, the two-day nationally televised and broadcast RuskFulbright confrontation ended. Although the Arkansas Democrat
told a newsman he was not satisfied with Rusk’s answer on consulting Congress, he appeared publicly to accept Rusk’s promise to
appear in closed session with the
committee to expand on his limited
public explanation of the administration’s Vietnam policy.
NO CHANGES
The testimony, totaling about
101 hours over two days, produced no announced changes of
minds or policy on either side.
Most of the 18 committee members took advantage of the national television exposure to make
public statements of their stands
on the war.
Rusk repeatedly told the corn-

High Rise Dorm’s Tall Prices
’Needed To Pay Debt Cost’
"The difference between dorm
rates for the 1967-68 school term
and the increase in dorm rates for
the 1968-69 school term is really
a financial situation created partly by the existing dorms," said
Glen Guttormsen, SJS Director of
Business Affairs.
Guttormsen’s reply was to an
earlier remark by interested students that an increase from the
present $675 a year to the proposed $1,000 for next year was
too much to ask for college
dormitories.
The six existing dorms were

funded partly by federal funds and
partly by state funds. Prices on
the older dorms have been at a
minimum because costs were
shared. Room in the six dorms
cost $174 for the spring semester.
"There has never been a debt
service on that portion of the costs
paid by state funds," Gut tormsen
continued. "The cost of a room
in the dorms has been rook bottom before this. However, the
debt service on the borrowed state
money must be paid starting next
year."
Asked if the proposed $1000 for
next fall was high compared with

other dorms in the state, Guttormsen added, "Many of the dorms
throughout the University system
are running between $984-1,050 a
year now, for the comparable facilities we will offer this fall. There
are strong indications this price
will go up."
He also discussed the older
dorms, indicating that money is
now being raised to put the older
dorms on a comparable level with
the new dorm. "We’re trying to
avoid a first and second class
dorm rating on this campus," he
stated.

mittee he couldn’t get too specific
about the war in such a public
forum.
He said the United States will
adhere to its present policy and
stick out the war until an acceptable peace can be negotiated with
North Vietnam.
But Rusk said he can offer the
committee no present hope that
Hanoi is interested,
OPERATIONS
"We have no reason to believe,"
he said, "that they will not continue military operations fullscale."
But the key question that domicongresnated the hearings
sional involvement in future decision-making on the course of the
war went unanswered.
"He never did answer us," Fulbright told newsmen later. "He
didn’t say positively he would, and
he didn’t say positively he
wouldn’t."
Asked whether Rusk’s testimony
had altered his opposition to
President Johnson’s course in
Vietnam, Fulbright said, "It was
worst fears."
confirmed my
Sen. Joseph S. Clark, D-Oa., said
he has "reluctantly come to the
conclusion that it is more and

more likely the decision will shortly be made to send more troops
-- and that we on this committee
are more and more likely to read
about it in the newspaper."
On the other side of the Capitol,
meanwhile, Rep. Paul Findley, Rill, announced that more than
one-fourth of the House had
agreed to support a resolution
calling for an immediate study of
U.S. policy in Southeast Asia.
Findley said there is "a strong,
substantial and bipartisan feeling
in the House that no decision to
commit large numbers of additional troops to Vietnam, nor any
other fundamental decision on
war policy, should be made until
arid unless there is serious consultation with and action by the
Congress."

REVIEW POLICY
There have been reports the administration is considering dispatching up to 206,000 additional
troops to Vietnam. Rusk told the
Senate committee no decision has
the admisbeen made and that
istrat ion is undertaking a broad
review of its policies in the wake
of the Communists’ big-city offensive over the Vietnamese New
Year.
Fulbright, demanding a congressional role in deciding the future course of the war, told Rusk
the conflict is "at a crucial turning
point."
"What I want to talk about,"
he said, "is the exact, precise plans
you have on escalation . . . I beThe Peace Corps, on campus this lieve we could make a contribution
week to recruit volunteers, is spon- if we were given a chance to do
soring a debate this afternoon enALL-OUT WAR
titled "SDS vs. the Peace Corps,"
The war, Fulbright said, has
at 1:30 In E132.
Joe Farrell, the national director reached a point where new deciof selection for the Corps, will be sions will determine "whether we
either go down the road to all-out
one of the speakers.
There will also be a movie on war or to a negotiated solution."
Rusk, who frequently warned
Borneo shown today in Barracks 13
at 4:30 p.m. Tomorrow, there will the committee that U.S. allies and
adversaries
around the world were
be a movie on Kenya at 12:30 p.m,
listening to every word of the pubalso in Barracks 13.
Volunteers are needed for Asia, tic hearing, said the secretary of
Africa, Latin America, and the Pa- state "didn’t come down in the
cific. Booths will be open on Sev- Korean War for public hearings,
enth Street and across from the talking about military operations
bookstore from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. going on in the face of the enemy.
Secretary Hull didn’t come down
through Friday.
Interested students should fill during World War II and hold
out an application, and then go to public hearings and give the enemy
Barracks 13 to take the language all the information that could be
developed in public hearings."
aptitude test.

Peace Corps
Debate Today
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’Grass’ on the QuadA Musty Odor in the Spring Air
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first of two articles about
studnt us. of marijuana both on and off campus. Tomorrow’s article deals with negative aspects of the plant.
By SUSY !MOLE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Three SJS students lounged on the lawn by the
fountain, eating lunch and enjoying the warmth of
a fast-approaching spring.
A typical gathering of college students?
Perhaps, but the cigarettes they smoked are not
sold over the counter at the corner liquor store.
If a passerby had taken a closer look or noticed a
heavy, musty odor in the air, he would have known
that the students were smoking marijuana.
Students say they have no difficulty purchasing
marijuana. "My boy friend usually gets it from a
friend who buys it in Mexico," said one freshman
coed, majoring in medical technology. "You can buy
a lid from a friend for as little as $7.50. A lid
usually makes 40 joints."
One SJS junior sells marijuana to help put himself
through school. "He goes down to Mexico and buys
one or two kilos for $90 apiece, then he makes 30
lids from one kilo and sells them for $7.50-10," one
of his buyers said.
Photo by John MorrJI
marijuana on the SJS campus has
SMOKE BREAK Smoking
become commonplace. Here, one student lights up before going
to class. Students smoke marijuana in classrooms, on the lawn,
and while walking across campus. Some students do not worry
about being caught, because they say the campus and police are
loose about use of the illegal drug.

mums’s) OF MYSTERY
The shroud of mystery and secrecy once associated with smoking marijuana seems to have disappeared. Students smoke walking down Seventh
Street, in classrooms, before going to classes, and
in the:drive-in.
"We’ve smoked it in the car while driving, in
parking lots, in my bedroom, and at hmeh

said an SJS coed. "I don’t really worry about getting caught. This campus is pretty loose."
"We went into the city (San Francisco) one
week-end, and we were riding a city bus. My friend
passed a jar of pot up front, and we rolled a few
joints and smoked them. People looked at us kind
of weird, but nobody said anything," said a junior
business administration major.
"I don’t usually smoke it carelessly, but, if I
want a joint, and there’s no place to smoke it, I’ll
light it up," said a freshman psychology major.
"I’ve smoked outside a building before going into
class."
One freshman coed, majoring in math, is a relative newcomer to the world of marijuana. "I’m
paranoid about smoking pot. I have to plan when
anti where I’m going to go up. I won’t smoke it
just anywhere. My father would lose his job, if I
got caught."
’NARCS’ ON CAMPUS
"I don’t worry about getting caught," said a
junior. "I mean how many busts have you heard
about? They have ’yarns’ on campus, but they
couldn’t very well pull in the whole SJS student
body."
Some students say going up on marijuana is
better than drinking.
"Marijuana is cheaper. It only takes me half a
joint to get high, and one joint costs about 25 cents,"
said a freshman coed.
"It’s less harmful to your health. When I have a
choice between alcohol and pot, it’s pot," said the
coed. "When you’re drunk, you’re sloppy physically
and mentally. You don’t care what you say or do."

"I’ve been smoking it for two years, and I smoke
It as often as I can," said a sophomore psychology
major. "I smoke it for relaxation, and to help me
forget about school. It’s become a part of my life.
"I’ve used just about everything, except heroin,
but I use mostly marijuana, because it’s so cheap.
I would say up to 90 per cent of the students at
SJS smoke it, but it’s hard to tell, because all of
my friends do," he continued.
GAMES WITH MIND
"I play games with my mind ,,ehen I’m stoned.
It’s a groove," said a junior coed majoring in sociology. "You notice things you wouldn’t normally
"But, I begin to feel guilty about sex, if I’m
going too far. So, I just won’t think about it. My
mind will be thinking about something else entirely
off the track," she said. "I only smoke it around
once a month, or whenever it’s available and I feel
like it." she continued. "I don’t smoke it as a habit."
"What I do when I’m up depends on the Mood
I’m in and the people I’m with. Sometimes I’m silly
and sometimes I’m quiet, and I just sit there and
groove on really loud music," said one coed. "I
usually smoke four times a week."
"The only time I freak out. is with blinking lights.
Once, I forgot where 1 was, who I was talking to
and how to talk," she said.
"When I crash, I get really tired and fall asleep.
Sometimes, I hit a real low and stop moving. When
I’m up, I’m usually bouncing around and moving a
lot. The next day I’m in a kind of daze.
"When I crash, it’s a bummer," said a coed. "I
begin to see everything as it is. The next day my
mind works slower, and I’m really tired."
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Organized and Willing
We had our little demonstration.
killed some of the young grass. spread
a mess of empty lunch bags and bread
crusts over a part of the campus. and
the most pathetic part of the whole
event is yet to come.
What could top the actual thing?
The indignatitin of other tin 1.1
campus grimy, and intik iduals who
always seem to wait until the final
curtain It smite their opinions.
lore than likely, with the absence
of any -eriimIm S iolence. this indignathin will probably be kept to a minimum this time. hut had the es entuality
of more sensational incidents taken
place. these belated protests, damnations and name railings of all descriptions would he Mowing like the verbal
orations did Monday.
W bile it’s my personal belief that
SDS hasn’t a leg to stand on in its
pritest against Dow, I have the highest
regard for it, organization and ability.
like the Viet Cong. to strike anywhere
at anytime in a somewhat coordinated
fashitm.
I guess this is why these people are
generally called campus activists: they
are the only one, that really seem to be
ins itls ed in the campus "happenings.’"
While other grttups has e a habit of
griping about demonstrations after
they take place, they never make any
effort to counter events disagreeable
to them.
W hen was the last "back the boys
iri1111111- Y:11 ly held on campus?
W hen was dm last open campus demonstratitin? 11 hen was the last demonstration of students demonstrating because they sscre happy with their lot
and had nothing really to demonstrate
about?
The answ r is: a long time ago.
SIM’. es erytime a large protest takes
place. a few hardy individuals brave
die wrath of the mob and express contrasting s ieWS. but this is hastily done
and strictly smalltime.
- There are at least three groups on
campus that might be considered right
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wing, as compared to SDS and many
more middle-of-the-road groups.
Yet who does most of the demonstrating? Who pulls off most of the
successful rallies? You guessed it
good or SDS.
Why? SDS knows they are in the
minority as compared to the entire nato revolt against
tion. They are will
policy. which. it is
all
said, is the voice of the majority.
The other groups, however, feeling
secure in their establishment incubators, can find no need to hold rallies,
nor do they have the energy to put
them on.
If the tables were suddenly reversed,
with the establishment suddenly going
to the opposite end of the spectrum,
probably -twit groups as the battle
weary 1im II ii g Republicans. staging
mass denoinstrations. would be seen.
What these groups don’t seem to
understand is that to avoid such a
table-turning. they must protect their
interests now, voice their feelings and
carry on a true two-sided dialogue on
campus.
As long as all these groups remain
complacent and inactive. other organizations like SDS will have the run of
the range. unchallenged, and all because it is organized and willing to
spend a little time pursuing its goals.
D. E.

The
North Side

"We ARE showing them the letter, Mr. President ...
But, the Viet Cong cant read English!"

Thrust and Parry

Learn How Not To Manage
Editor:
The so called rallies and demonstrations on
this campus never cease to amaze me. The
seemingly utter confusion is far mole entertaining than anything else. I go to these things
to "learn" how not to manage.
I can offer one great example. When the
"group of leaders" couldn’t come up with an
idea of what to do when they were blocked
from Morris Dailey Auditorium, they had to
resort to the spectators to get ideas. Is this
any way to run a show?
Since the spectators had to walk or run
Monday, depending on whether they wanted
front row places or not to keep up with the
action, 1 think the administration should
award class cards to fulfill PE requirements.
However, the rallies and demonstrations
should get better, though not as entertaining,
simply because of practice. Once this happens, MAYBE national coverage???
Bob Phaneuf, A6971

By STE\ E MOSS
Color San Jose Police Chief, Ray Black
more, cool, calm and collected! Because
that’s the way things went on the SJS
campus Monday.
Blackmore, on campus before noon.
explained to administration officials and
press that it was up to the students
as to whether otit-ide help would be
necessary. He indirated that if demonstrators were orderly. there would be no
need for the. San Jose Police Dept. And
there Wasn’t.
As a matter of fact, things got so bad
(slow) that T.V. cameramen were overheard complaining about all the peace
demonstration film they shot . . . of a
peaceful demonstration!
It was the same old bag of November
tricks, but this time lack of support and
enthusiasm spoiled the act. Younger SDS
members. speaking in the usual moralistic
tnonotone, failed to arouse the bored
counterparts as a gloomy day lay heavy
over the campus. Besides, last November’s
act would be tough to follow!
If the SIDS can’t read the handwriting
on the wall, maybe a braille telegram
would help. There’s just no market for
Niolellf, out lint’ S.IS campus. as indicated
Im the half-interc-ied handful that wandered ley the demonstrat
on the way
to
And as the son sinks slowly over the
radar riddled skv line of the Santa Cruz
N1011111.1.11, Nal. students settle into a
solitude and continue the tasks of academic
life, again. some racking their brains,
others blowing them, all ins the search for
success!

’Invitation to Chaos’
Editor:
The March 8 issue of the Spartan Daily
led me to read the entire statement of policy
concerning discipline of faculty members, as
it appears in the Feb. 26 minutes of the
Academic Council.
I was amazed and shocked by two features
of the complete version: (1) the vague and
equivocal language of the Preamble, where

The Cross -Eyed Rabbit*
The battle is over!
The foot -scarred earth over which
thousands of us marched (or waddled)
Monday is at rest!
Organized dissent has been ntomentarily
crushed by the throng of responsible
cries!
Yes, truth has won alit!
’The preceding was brought to you by
"Citizens to Reappoint the State. College
Board of Trustees," without whose guidance and wisdom, We W011111 certainly
perish.
Praise be, t . to that giant of a man,
ASH AM/Mil’ General SeIIII 1.eFaver, who
has raised his mighty hand for the final
destruction of all evil at SJS.
YeN friends, our student attorney general will end forever all traces of SUS.
For in his infinite wisdom, he plans to
prosecute that organization for failing to
file an activity permit.

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

20,000 New Books
From Our Warehouse

Special Student Rental Rates

rwilooks

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
,tevesus Crrek A s Melo...ter
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

Throe months rental applies to purchase price of any
machine if you decide to buy.

*21

3 months
manual

Can joAse Typewriter Co.
Established 1900

(Of course neither did the Experimental
College, which spent the day on a giant
peace mural: nor did the right-wing
groups which paraded around with an
even larger "Dow Stays" sign. But then
these are hardly dangerous elements and
our attorney general knows what’s best
for its.)
* * *
And now it’s time for sonic; more words
of wisdom, inscribed for all to see on
hastily constructed wooden walls near infant buildings:
’What if somebody gave a war and nohotly came?"
How ridiculous! Everyone knows that
fully-equipped armies would have to come.
Only draft card burners and other social
outcasts pass up invitations that turn them
off.
Jim Brewer

IADER NEW MANAGEMENT

We also rent electrics, portable and standard.

24 South Second

YOUNG PEOPLE
Young people between 18 and 21 can
and do marry and begin families, pay
taxes, assume financial obligations, and
even drive cars. And furthermore. young
people between 18 and 21 are subject to
the very same penal code as the "a(iults"
over the magic age of 21.
There are other, more sophisticated reasons for lowering the voting age to 18.
One, expounded by Senator Mike Mansfield, says that "lowering the voting age
to 18 will tend to bring about a better
and more equitable balance in the electorate of the nation. As life expectancy rises,
the number of older voters increases. A
corresponding expansion in the number of
younger voters not only will broaden the
political base of the government, it may
well provide concurrently a noire balanced
approach in the nation’s general political
outlook."
Another reason, held by Senator Jacob
Javits, is that 18- to 21-year-olds are now
being deprived of their legal rights, inasmuch as four states (Georgia. Kentucky,
Hawaii and Alaska) now allow persons
under 21 to vote. This means that persons
under 21 in those four states are allowed
to vote every four years for President anti
Vice-President and more frequently for
members of Congress. ’Yet persons under
21 in the remaining 46 states continue onfranchised and have no say whatsoever in
their own destiny.

(*Campus Crusader for Truth, Justice and Carrot Soup)

BOOK SALE!
50’s To 90% Off!
lore Out Every I/ay

of actions are described for which a
faculty member may be disciplined; and (2)
the finds of complainants admissible under
the Council’s policy.
Included are such vaguely described "outlawed" actions as the following: (a) actions
that "interfere with, or exert a harmful effect
upon, the academic functions of a college;"
(b) actions that "may adversely affect the
students, the administration, or other members of the faculty;" Sc) actions that "may
adversely affect the teaching process or the
proper administration of a college, or may
seriously depress the morale of a part of, or
the entire, academic community." It is then
added that "Such actions, to be judged improper, must have a demonstrable, direct, and
immediate relationship to academic functions."
It ought to be obvious that such vague
descriptive and evaluative terms can be interpreted in any number of ways -- even
diametrically opposed ways.
Worse yet: "Any member or group of members of the faculty or administration may
initiate requests . . . for disciplinary action
against any member or group of members of
the faculty or administration."
Unless the Academic Council can precisely
define the sorts of faculty and administrative
actions that are "outlawed," it had better
forget about the whole matter.
I favor law and order on a college campus,
but this policy of the Council is an invitation
to moral chaos throughout the administrative
and faculty staffs.
Frederick C. Dommeyer,
Prof. of Philosopy, Member of CAR

the kinds

Not As Entertaining

There is one big objection to lowering
the voting age to include the now ’minuschised 12,000,000 young people between
18 and 21. We hear a lot of objcetions
about maturity and adulthood and responsibility. But there is really only one
objection, and it is very simple: the mere
thought of lowering the voting age scares
the hell out of the traditional politicians
(who ask only what’s in it for them), who
can see near-future retirement if the voting
age is ever dropped.
And the age must be lowered. Consider
the statistics: forty per cent of America’s
population is presently under 21; census
experts estimate that by 1970 half the
population will be under 27 and from
seven to 10 per cent between the ages of
18 and 21.
And what do all the objections about
adulthood and maturity and responsibility
mean? Generally one has been considered
mature and responsible when he became
an adult, which usually happens somehow
magically at age 21, at which time he is
eligible to marry, subject to taxes, and
assumes financial obligations. But the
round-house argument doesn’t work. One
is awarded the vote for achieving maturity
and adulthood: hut Imlay I referring to
the general standards) maturity mid adulthood are achieved and the vote is still
not awarded.

2,13-113$1

San joie Caleieria
89 E. SAN FEHNANO0

STREET

"WHERE EATING IS A
NOT AN
PLEASURE
EVPE /VS E"
BREAKFAST SPECIAL2 Eggswith Bacon or Ham,
Home Fries, Juice, Toast

89c

21 ARBITRARY
The age of 21 is simply an arbitrary
age which may have been rational 200
years ago. Today it is not. The age of 18
is also an arbitrary age, but it is today a
more natural cut-off line between the
adolescent and the adult. One’s status in
the society changes after age 18; it does
not after age 21. wills the exception of
the vote.
Added to all this is the report of a
Gallup Poll taken in April 1967 that 64
per cent of the "adults" in the country
favored lowering the voting age to 18.
Certainly, a majority of the now unfrane. So really mils
chised favor such a
the traditional, afraid, "ss hat’s in it for
me," politicians are against the move.
It has been said that the genius of the
American political system is its ability to
adapt to changing needs. The. needs are
obvious. So let it now adapt. In the name
of political equity and for the hope of the
future, the voting age must be lowered
to 18.

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

All you can eat
for only
$1
Monday through Thursday
72 E. Santa Clara

(’"U STORE

SPARTAN DAILT-1

Wednesday, March 13, 1988
St MAIER JOBS
OW 30,000 actual iob openings listed
by employers in the Ina Summer Employment Guide. Gins salary, lob
description, number of openings,
dates of rnployment, and name of
person to Write
Snorts, dude
ranches, summer theatres. United N lion national parks. etc. Also Ca
rear orinted jobs, banking, publishing, ngineering, data processing,
electronics, accounting, many mom
Covers all
states. Price only 33,
money back If not satisfied. Our
fifth year!
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FRESNO STATE COLLEGE

I

By CAROL GRINAGER
Campus We Editor

University Publications Rm.
11521 Box 20133, Denver, Colo.
80220
Please rush my copy of the 1968
Summr Employment Guide. Payment of $3 is enclosed.

TEACHING INTERNSHIPS 196R-69
LEADING TO STANDARD TEACHING CREDENTIALS

Herbie Mann’s ’Village Gate’
was playing in the background.

NAME

I sat on a church pew, drinking
white Red Mountain wine. Full-

ADIlltESS

length red-velvet curtains hung
from

the

arc-shaped

STIPEND: $2000
QUALIFICATIONS:
a. An A.B. degree from an accredited college.
b. An interest in preparing for a teaehing career.
e. An interest in working with culturally disadvantaged
children and youth.

windows,

and the room was dimly lit by

PROGRAM:
a. Internship teaching: Elementary and Secondary
b. Inter-disciplinary instruction program.
C. Team teaching.

candles.

WANTED

Some kind of weird sect, you
ask? No, I was at the home of
three SJS students Steve Silver, Barry Erlich. and Patrick
Schneider -- located at 429 E.
San Fernando St.

"N AST Y ’
dirt

It all started at the beginning
of this semester when the three
students decided to move into an
old house, even though it was
condemned and destined to be
torn down this summer.

DESCRIPTION: "Nasty"
dirt hangs out In all clothing.
He travels under the aliases of
"Dusty," "the stain," "Oily,"
and "Gritty." He usually operates In an abrasive fashion,
cutting away at clothing fibers.
Victims not only become frayed
around the edges, but have
even suffered change.) of complexion.
If you know the whereabouts
of this character, please call:

Arnold Palmer
CLEANING CENTER
266 E. Santa Clara 287-0933

SPECIAL REPEAT PERFORMANCE

THE WAR
GAME

k

SPRIKG

TUNEUP

:

1=M111=11.

Tussy’s "REAL GIRL" make up
just arrived. A dab here & there
makes you come alive.
Drugs can be good or bad,
but never take a drug because it’s a fad.
It’s said, "To take a trip will broaden
your scope."
If you take it you are the dope.

South
10th
Street
E. William

Barry, a sophomore social science major.
But Steve, Pat, and Barry are
not typical messy male students,
and they immediately began to
fix up the house,
With the help of many friends,
including girls from Alpha Chi
Omega, the character of the old
house gradually began to take
shape.

"We didn’t agree on how to do
anything, at first," remarked
Barry.
Their first plan was to decorate the house completely in
black a nd white, but they
changed their minds, deciding
that they liked the natural wood
finish of the furniture.
As a
since the start of
this semester, Barry, Steve, and
Pat have become "construction
engineers, electricians, plumbers,
painters, and interior designers."
A tour of the home demonstrates their SUOCOSs in these
areas.
FOr instance, the living room
in "The Embassy" (American
flags are to be found in almost
every room) is unbelievable. Two
9-foot-long church pews, facing
each other, are the "sofas."
"I bought these pews at a
church sale for $3 each," said
Steve, who has been saving old
furniture and other things for
years. His philosophy is, "Don’t
worry if you like it, buy it."
GROWING FERNS

PRESCRIPTIONS

SUDDEN SERVICE!
At Col. Sander’s it takes
only one minute to get
your order. No need to
phone ahead!
We’re now featuring a
Bucket of Chicken. The
c ket holds fourteen
pieces of crispy, fr i ed
chicken, five hot rolls,
and a pint of our famous
gravy.

by Wayno NichDlls

Pr

"THE EMBASSY" living room contains two nine -foot-long church
pews, hanging American flags, a Tiffany lamp, and a coffee table
made from a 100-year-old door,

result,

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

South 10th & E. William

Now at Silva Service!

NO AGREEMENT

1 MORRIS DAILY AUD.
Saturday, March 16 :

The place to go!

APPLY: DIRECTOR, "Operation Fair Chance"
FRESNO STATE COLLEGE
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 070726

HOUSE ’UNLIVABLE’
"When we moved in, the house
was basically unlivable," said
Steve, a graduate commercial art
major. "There was food all over
the floor and walls. It smelled,
and there was dirty writing
everywhere."
"In fact," interrupted Pat, a
Junior advertising major, "when
my mother saw where I was going to live, she almost started
crying!"
" Ailed
"Even I wa,

Centered between the "sofas"
is a coffee table made from a
100-year-old door. Ferns grow
under the door window, with a
spotlight shining down on them.
The living room, which has no
electricity, is illuminated by
candles. A 40-year-old clock, a
white marble table, a 100-yearold fireplace, an antique picture
frame, a Grecian bust, a Tiffany
lamp, and a mirror in an ornate
gold frame complete the dramatic setting.
Focal point of the dining room
is a huge, lace-covered dining
table accented by a bright red
area rug. On the (able are two
giant candle holders, made from
an old staircase banister.
Observing all dining room activity is Steve’s aunt, in the form
of an almost life-size photograph

fin

Steve,

taken, said
"on Jan. 1.
1918."
Brightest totait in the house is
the red and black kitchen, with
red walls and black table, chairs,
refrigerator, and stove. Black
and white giraffe -spotted curtains hang from the windows.
Steve and Barry both chose
black and white for their bedrooms, while Pat has no major
color theme. Brass beds, fourposter beds, and wicker chairs
are found in these rooms.
The bathroom is gold, white,
and black and, like the kitchen,
has giraffe-spotted curtains.
To chinas my tour of the
house, the three roommates offered me the wine they serve to
all of their guests,
As I relaxed on a church pew
(they really are comfortable!),
they related crazy experiences in
their new home.
SQUARE DANCING
"One night," began Steve, "we
were just sitting down at the
dining room table to a nice pot
roast. Barry and a friend were
playing the guitar and banjo,
when all of a sudden, about 15
people Cann, over to visit. Before
we knew it, they were till square
dancing around our table! And
then, one girl told me she had to
leave because she was ’communicating with the robin across the
street’."
"Another time," Steve continued, "about. 40 Alpha Chi Omega
girls came outside our door and
serenaded us. We had them all in
for wine, and then picked up our
American flags and went out to
the street.. Everyone lined up and
solemnly recited the Pledge of
Allegiance. After t h a t, we
marched down the street singing
the "National Anthem."
Itatrt’y, Steve, itiul P.,I I 1,1 I tui t
"The Embassy" is like iin open
house, and so many persons come
over that they never start homework until 10 p.m. "Visitors seem
they
to be able to relax here
fall asleep on the pews and in
the rocking chairs."
DAUNTED ATTIC
However, Steve swears that
the attic is haunted. "I’m sure
there is someone or something
up there," he said.
After seeing the house, everyone beeomes interested in junk.
trio point: uto
"The

EUROPE

C.

"I think junk has a lot to offer,"
Steve said.
Future plans for the house include convertini; the basement
into a wine venal. and planting
a vegetable garden out in front,
simply because "it’s so corny".
One thing saddens the three
happy "Embassy" occupants. The
house still will he torn down this
SUMnler.
But that doesn’t stop Barry,
Steve, and Pat from fixing up
their "home." "Live for the moment" is their motto, and life in
"The Ernhai,,," though strange,
is fun.

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. Om Fr. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
294-6535
40 Bassett St.
San Jose

281)-8685

SILVA SERVICE

Late for Class?

295-8968

We’ll Park It for You!

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT
will interview students with majors in
ACCOUNTING

LIBERAL ARTS

GENERAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION LAW
MARCH 14, 1968
MARCH 15, 1968

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
ALL OTHER MAJORS

for career opportunities in Federal Taxation. Planned training programs
insure early development of abilities end lead to challenging assignments
in such fields es auditing. investigation, and tax law compliance. Positions
include:
INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT, REVENUE OFFICER, TAX TECHNICIAN,
SPECIAL AGENT, ESTATE TAX EXAMINER.

Personnel Branch
450 Golden Gate Avenue. Boo 36020
San Francisco, California 94102
Phone: 14151 556-4433
An equal opportunity employer
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couples
come to

Carlyle
Jewelers

is silent

WILD!
ler*
.4?
STRIPED STRETCH 4,41-

Wrangler

-771%.-MN

JEANS

in Palo Alto

for their

Diamond Ring4
BECAUSE:
They have shopped and compared and have found that
Carlyle’s prices are 00000 higher and in most instances are
substantially lower than Prices
for the same qua’.
elsewhere
ify CLernonds.

Great new look! Slim jeans
in sanforized, colorfast
75% cotton. 25% nylon
striped stretch denim.
In gold, white, light blue,
tan, navy.
Size, 5/6.18

$7.95

,4

Aiisitingi ken.lerrlion, 1intien,
telogne, Heidelberg. Rothenberg,
l’ialrletrit, Velma, Ljelenen,
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Oxford.
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Please obtain tour folder and infortnaf
Foreign Language Department
or

78 S. 4th St.

. Departs June 19. 1968-- 1 t days
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Expertly Serving SJS
Students for 35 years

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

with Dr. arid 1Irs. K. Pirsimitel
Assistant Proles.sor a/ German

3.95 per bucket

SPECIALS

That time of the year is here again.
Time for nicer weather, and time to get
your car ready for the "fun months"
ahead.
When you have your car serviced at
Silva’s, expert journeyman mechanics
clean, adjust and replace all necessary
components. Your car runs better, drives
easier, and performs like the day you
bought it.
Silva services foreign cars too. All
major brands of foreign cars are equally
serviceable at Silva’s. And at the sarne
low, low 00000 as domestic cars.
Don’t wait another day! A bad running
car can ruin the best of days. Prepare for
Spring with a tune-up at Silva Service.

See your Placement Office now to nrrange for an on campus interview.
If you are not available for an interview on the above date please
contact your nearest IRS field office, or:

This Special Stuflent Tour

12th and Santa Clara

"OPERATION FAIR CHANCE"
A federally -financed project designed to improve educa
iional opportunities for culturally disadvantaged children
and youth by providing prospective teachers a special
training program to equip theta to work effectively with
such children and youth,.

Ilejen J. Callahan, 1203 Cm
Pablo
San Jose, Phone: 295.4736

535 Bryant St.
in i-Inwntown
Palo Alto

My

323.2834

WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 W. Santa Clara St.
Dow mown San Jose
Open ’Mon. & ’Thurs. until 9

r-

Band R ecital Today

nut v

Wednesday Mareh 15 14,18
41--S1’ %NT ’N
sCarorscr.3003090C:0300040*51200100...........:,

WOMEN!

Moat,
In.. Vernon Read,
assistant professor of music, will
perform the second of two performanees tonight at 8:15 in
Concert Hall.
Saxophones, oboes, trumpets,
french horns, 15 percussion instruments, a piano, harp, string
bass, flute, clarinet, bassoon and
SIS

The

0

A SALE
FOR YOU
One day cleaning
styling service

gand

b4

Mini Falls 100% Human Hair

2 oz. Wiglets 100% Human Hair
2 oz. Frosted Wiglets
100% Human Hair
Cascades Hair Piece
Styr Full Heads
Styro Half Heads

EUROPE ’68

With this
Ad or AS8
Card

Deg

$24.95
$ 7.50

$21.00
$ 5.95

$12.50
$17.50
$ .80
$ .60

$ 7.50

SF/LONDON
Jet JUNE 12-Sept. 12
S360
Jet It 1.1’ 12-Al G. 13
$379

$13.50
$ .55
$ .29

Jet SEPT. 11 ONE WAY

$135
Jet Prop J1 NE 19-SEPT. 9

MI Shop

&rue

$329ProfessorMage
P. 0. Box 6281
San Jose 95150
294.874

Country Club Shopping Center 251-4455
McKee and Toyon Rds., San Jose
....
...

III
CLEARANCE
EVERYTHING ON SALE NOW!
No Other Store Offers Such Discounts
1., WE BUY -TRADE -RENT
511(ES (UT!
: ---,’ ,
SAVE NOW WITH GREATER
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OPEN

DISCOUNT

Honorary Clubs
Complete Project
For SC Hospital

a tuba are some of the instruments included in the ensemble.
The French neo-classie 1111!\ ,ment will be represerm.o
evening’s progrrun with inwac
Darius Milhaud. The highlight of
the _program will be a work by
Gordon Jacob and William Walton entitled "Crown Imperial."
Ronald LoJrestil’s quiet work,
"Elegy for a Young American,"
and "Elevations," by Robert Linn
are also on the program. Admission is free Sc) students and
faculty.
- -

Henry’s. at 649 So. 1st .54., is now closed because of the freeway, but you can still get those
mouth watering spare ribs, steaks and chickens.
Bill (earns, former Henry’s Chef, is now barbecuing those delicious morsals on the Oak Pit at
Andy’s. 700 E. Campbell Ave., Campbell (below
Hiway 17). Dinners 5-10 p.m. See you there!

A new recreation room tor
patients at the Santa Clara
County Hospital was the projee1
completed Sunday by members
of Circle K and Spartan Spears,
both service honoraries for students.
The large room was painted
a light blue with contrasting
dark blue for emphasis. Tire tO
groups donated the supplies and
the man hours for the project.
The walls and woodwork were
washed and sanded down before
painting began.
New chair cushions, puzzles,
games and placernats were also
purchased for the geriatrics
ward, an extended care center
for the aged.
Miss Sandy Mayfield, recreation co-ordinator at the hospital,
described the paint spattered
group as "a wonderful example
of the San Jose State College
community."
Spears and Circle K will combine their efforts, March 30, to
clean up the grounds and do
minor repairs at the Easter Seal
Camp located in the Santa Cruz
mountains.

Contest Deadline
For Phelan Award
Set For April 5
The deadline for contributions
to the Phelan Literary Awards
contest is Friday, April 5 at
5 p.m.
Typed double spaced contributkrns must be turned into the
English office, Faculty Office
building 102. The full title of
each contribution should appear
at the top of the first page and
an abbreviation of the title in
the upper left hand corner of
each successive page.
Author’s name must not appear anywhere on the manuscript, but on a title page listing
the title and the division into
which the manu.script is submitted.
Divisions include: patterned
verse, sonnet, free verse, satire,
short story over 2000 words),
short short story (under 2000
words), formal essay, familiar
essay or reminiscence, critical
essay, and plays.
Contestants must he registered
as regular students tgraduate or
undergraduate) with at least
six and one-half credits.

REMEMBER HENRY’S?

GARAGE
EUROPA
European

Expert
Repairs
R50

Cars Only

295-9082

LINCOLN AVE.

Bob Muniarz
formerly. 01

REY’S BARBER SHOP

STE A

Announces

ISoup lorP4
Potato -Sa4drlic BBraekedd

the opening of

Bob’s Campus Barber Shop

"We Just
look
Expensive"
Adult Beverages Served.’’’
Come as you are!

293-9811

37, SOUTH FOURTH

frbitiholl"4
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If your Alco purchase is advertised at a lower
price locally within 90 days, bring in the ad and
Alco will cheerfully refund the difference.
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VELOCITS
ALCOR-SQUAW
USTANG &
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RAND ?MED
LASTIC
Borrom
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*ALCO PRICE GUARANTEE

FAMOUS BRAND-AMER. 8 FRENCH

FAMOUS MARS
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ONE GROUP
MEN’S.
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Your nearby Alco store has the answer with
quality merchandise, the finest service anywhere, and the guaranteed lowest prices.*
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What goes into a sound investment?
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M3D

40 MK11

FISHER
STEREO
FISHER 2001
Engineering sophistication at a moderate price. Built for
the newcomer and the most discerning audio veteran.
GARRARD 40 MK II
A supurb automatic turntable at the price of
dinary record changer.

an

ALCO’S LOW PRICE

or-

GARRARD CB -10 BASE
Walnut styling to compliment any Garrard record changer.
SHURE M3 -D CARTRIDGE
Deluxe stereo cartridge plus a long lasting diamond needle.
JENSEN X-45 SPEAKERS
Impeccable quality for the ultimate in stereophonic sound.

$395
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TENNIS RACKETS 11 ..g.
BADMINTON SIT J "’
LIFE JACKETS
SCIAT CUSHIONS

A dirision of Alco-Paramount and Nelson’s TV

1 50
I

2"

WATER SKIS 9"

SAN JOSE

LOS ALTOS

80 South 2nd St. or

4916 El Camino Real

79 So. 3rd St.
Phone 297-7111

3 blks. south of
Son Antonio Rd.
Phone 948-8273

OPEN TILL 9 - SAT. TILL 6

CAMPBELL
1625 Campbell Ave.
Phone 379-7210

Spartan Linksters Still Unbeaten

Coming off an impressive 26-1
victory over the University of San
Francisco, Spartan golfers will rest
this week and will play Cal State
at Hayward next Tuesday.
Against USE. Bob Eastwood,
1966 amateur champ of California,
lived up to all his potential by firing a five-under-par 65 at the San
Jose Count!). Club.
The victory marked the fifth win

of the year for the Spartan Linksters and their 22nd consecutive
dual match triumph.
Harmon, who has led the linksters in most of their victories,
posted a one-under-par 69 in de(eating Dennis Mori who finished
the afternoon with an 80.
"Eastwood and Harmon have
contributed immensely to the team.
Harmon has been improving with

SJS DRAMA DEPT.
PRESENTS

THE PHYSICISTS
MARCH 22, 23
AND 27th TO THE 30th
ASB TICKETS 75c

WCAC Expansion
Moving Closer?

BOOK

294,6414
8:15 P.M.

SPARTAN DAILY-11
W.C. LEAN JEWELERS

each match and Eastwood gives us
the experience." said coach Jerry
001. "I only hope that both
these players and others from the
team will shoot good enough in the
L.A. State Invitational Tournament later this month."
Other linkesters who won matches Monday were Butch 1Vehrnum
who shot an 81, Jim Vest. 76. Ken
Possible expansion of the sports
Slasor, 74, and Jim Tioncatty, 76. included in the West Coast Athletic
Conference moved one step closer
to reality Monday. Athletic directors from the eight member schools
plus those from San Diego State
and Fresno State met at an informal gathering in Milbrae.
According to Dr. Robert Bronzan, SJS’ athletic director, the
Monday meeting and one set for
April 1 are mainly to "iron out the
rough spots" for the official meeting to be held May 15 in Monterey.
The purpose of the meeting wal
to discuss 1) bringing football under the wing of the WCAC, 2) expansion of the number of sports
Fresno and San Diego, and 3) ex-
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= Intramurals

with LIVE MUSIC by the

The past -season intramural basketball tournament to crown an
All-college champion moves into
the second round tonight with
eight games scheduled.
In Monday’s tournament games
it was Price’s Preachers 58, 8th
St. AC 49; TWIMC 51, Mass Movement 42; Yo Yo’s 68, Newman Center 50, with Dick Peralcio scoring
24 points for the winners; and
Alpha Tau Omega No. 2 41, Da
Fuzz 36.
Lower division scores; NDG’s 36,
Wart Hogs 24; Fat Angels 46, Alpha Tau Omega No, 3 34; Garrison’s Guerrillas 30, Toad Hall 17;
and Delta Upsilon No. 3 63,
ABOTC No. 2 29.

Underwriters Laboratories
Every Friday and Saturday Night
from 8:30 P.M. ’til Closing

MAGOO’S HIDEAWAY
123 SOUTH 4th
ACROSS FROM THE SJS LIBRARY

pansion of the number of sports
currently involved in the WCAC.
If the two schools are accepted
for membership, the football league
might be split into two division,
one including University of Pacitii
Santa Clara, San Diego, Fresno.
University of California at Santa
Barbara, and SJS and the other
Loyola, University of San Fran- i
cisco, and St. Mary’s.
Also wider discussion was the inclusion of such sports as soccer,
water polo, swimming, gymnastics,
wrestling, track and cross country
in the WCAC.
"Some teams have trouble finding season-end events," Bronzan
said, "This will be an advantage
to sports which lack post-season
tournaments and it won’t disturb
the basic format of the schedules."
"Football would be improved because we are playing three of the
five teams In the proposed conference already (LIOP, San Diego,
Fresno).
"It will be impossible to fit San
Diego and Fresno into our basketball schedule for next season since
the schedule is already set but
after that I see no problem," said
Bronxan.

Our 64th Year in Son Jose

1J27A118
(or single diamond) was set in six high prongs - Caine
into vogue more than half a century ago As much in
favor now as it was in 1900, the round prong setting
(either lour or six) is the traditional engagement ring
and is worn, as then, with a simple gold wedding band.
Four or six -prong solitaries from $275
Wedding ring $15
Illustrations slightll enlursonl
Terms Arranged
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JUNG
SINCE 1954
FIRST AND SAN FERNANDO STREETS
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
..., Thursday Evenings til 9
All Parking Tickets Validated

GOODp YEAR
3 DAYS ONLY!
HURRY,
Offer ends
Saturday Nite!

BUY NOWSAVE BIG!
Shop EarlyStocks are Limited!
Choose from over 980 winter & regular tires
in..
Discontinued Designs
Odds 8, Ends
Factory Blemished
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Whitewalls & Blackwalls
Tubeless or Tube -types
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PRICE NOW!
DON’T MISS OUT! PICK YOUR TIRE AND

BARGAIN SHEET
$89$
F.E.T. 1.57
Only 24 in stock

Only IS In stock

175 R13

775-15

POWER
CUSHION
RADIAL PLY
FITS CORVAIR
COMET 6 cyl. MUSTANG
DART.FALCON
$2295
F.E.T. I.88 ;

$2395
F.E.T. 2.35

$1195

POWER CUSHION
POLYESTER CORD
BLACK

1495
FET

80

$1295
F.E.T. 2.06

Only 24 In stock

Only 22 In stock

815-15

845-15

POWER CUSHION
POLYESTER CORD
BLACK

MARATHON
BLACK NYLON

FITS FORD
T BIRD BUICK

FITS FORD TEMPEST
RAMBLER-STUDE

wee..

ALL WEATHER
WHITE NYLON
TUBELESS
FITS CHEV WAGON
DODGE PONTIAC
OLDS

SPEEDWAY
WIDE TREAD
RED STRIPE
FITS FORD CHEV
PLYM.CAMARO
MUSTANG COUGAR

ALL WEATHER
WHITE NYLON
TUBELESS
FITS FORD
CHEV.DODGE
PLYMOUTH

ALL WEATHER
BLACK NYLON
TUBELESS
FITS CORVAIRFALCON
55l.MUSTANG
DARTCOMET

825-14

D 70-14

775-14

650-13

Only 37 in stock

Only 10 in stock

Only 12 in stock

Only 11 in stock

14

There’s certain campus talk that claims
individuality is dead in the business world.
That big business is a big brother destroying initiative.
But freedom of thought and action.when
backed with reason and conviction’s courage, will keep and nurture individuality
whatever the scene: in the arts, the sciences,
and in business.
Scoffers to the contrary, the red corpuscles of individuality pay off. No mistake.
Encouraging individuality rather than
suppressing it is policy in a business like

FITS OLDS.BUICK
T BIRDPACKARD
FORD

2.111

If you don’t agree that
business destroys individuality,
maybe it’s because you’re an
individual.

$1595
F.E.T 2 54

GOOD ’TIL SAT., MARCH 16

Western Electricwhere wc make and proaaseasweet
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vide things Bell telephone companies need.
Because communications arc changing fast,
these needs arc great and diverse.
Being involved with a sy.item that helps
keep people in touch. lets doctors send cardiograms across country for quick analysis,
helps transmit nos’. instantk . is demanding. Demanding of indk iduals.
If your ambition is strong and your abilities commensurate. \ ou’ll never be truly
happy with ilw status quo. You’ll seek
ways to change it and wonderful feeling!
some of them will work.
Could be at Western Electric.

Western Electric

iFeiffer Satirizes ’Radical Middle
States Opposition to War, LBJ
By JOAN MAHER
America’s "radical middle" Is a
conspiracy, a subversive underground movement, Jules Feiffer,
noted cartoonist, told an audience
Monday night in Morris Dailey
Audi h» ium.
"The radical middle is known
as the responsible moderate, the
pragmatic liberal, or the moral
moderate," he explained. "We have
moderate dissent, moderate poverty programs, and moderate justice." he joked.
Sponsored by the College Union
Program Board, Feiffer talked of
forgetting ideals and growing up.
He believes realism LS a synonym
fur self-surrender. "Growing up is
not nearly so sweet, our heritage
so pure, or our laws so lied, as we
have been led to believe," he explained.
Best known for his political
satire cartoons, Feiffer takes his
subjects from what he sees in the
society around him. He has been
doing cartoons against the Vietnam war "Since Lyndon Johnson
started to wage it."
"I am strongly opposed to violence, except when the Vietnamese

Spartaguide
TODAY
Cireulo t’aritelhino, 3:30 p.m.,
CH149. Slides will be shown of
Spain.
Delta Phi Delta, 7:30 p.m., A139.
Discussion on "Renaissance Happening," also an art sale. Membership into Delta Phi is open to all
art majors with 2.75 GPA and 3.0
In art.
liaydette Corps. 6:15 p.m., MacQuarrie flail Cadet Lounge. Pledge
meeting.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., HE3.
Nodal Work Club, 2:30-3:30 p.m., I
CH163.
Phriateres International, 7 p.m.,
11E5. New members meet at 6 p.m.
PI Alpha Na, 7:30 p.m.. Plateau
7, 777 N. First St. Jim Wills, SJS
graduate, will be guest speaker.
San Jose State Geological Society, 7 p.m., DH318. Dr. Klaus
Keil from N.A.S.A. will speak on
’’The Origin and H is t or y of
Meteorites."
Alpha Lambda Delta, 4 p.m.,
Faculty Office 104.
Foreign Language Dept., 1:30
p.m., JC136. A French movie,
"Tenps D’Une Vocation," about the
life of Proust, French author, will
be shown.
French
Workshop, 3:30 - 5:30
p.m., Bldg N. Meet ing every
Wednesday for any student need- I
ing remedial work in French.

On the Air
RADIO
Kt4.1S-FM, 90.7 men, Today
5:55 p.m. - Sign on
5:55-6:00 - Neolithic
6:00-6:15 - eipotitte t4JS
6:15-7:00 - Gramophone
Shoppo
7:00-7:15 - Music
7:15-7:20 - sportsline
7:20-7:30 - Music
7:30-7:35 - Lockheed Digest
7:35-7:55 - Music
7:55-8:00 - Spartan Spectrum
14:00-9:00 - Music
9:00-9:55 - Sound Trip
9:55-10:00 - Spartan Focus
10:00 p.m. - Sign off

people are trying to win back their
country," Feiffer said. "LBJ’s lies
are more transparent than his re(^vett predecessors," he said with
feeling.
Feiffer told his audience that
America’s whole approach to life
is changing. The cultural hero of
our day is James Bond, for his
knowledge of wines, and lack of
ethics. Two mottos illustrate his
point: "All men are created equally corrupt" is offset by "Don’t
make waves." The latter is the

REED

GOES

program for handling the first
situation.
"Change is something that corrupts," he said, "But power disables." Everyone in our country is
feeling powerless -- the artist, the
the intellectuals,
conservatives,
Congress, and even the President.
Alienation is the radical middle
man’s last grasp with reality. "He
still likes to know his faults,"
Fearer quipped, "because it makes
it easier not to du anything about
it."

UNDERGR

REED IS ATTEMPTING TO SET A NEW
PATTERN FOR COLLEGE LITERARY MAGAZINES
JOIN THE LIBERATION FORCES!
Slibirib.,iona in the form of poems. short storiert,
photography, art, cerium one-act plays, or anything
else printable should be left in the English office.
Faculty Office Building, 102.

Growth of American Art
To Be Explored Today
d
Anal
All Since 1
be reviewed today at 12:30 p.m. In
rooms A and B of the faculty cafeteria by Harry Powers, assistant
professor of Art.
Powers
American
lates it to
ments in

said this book "takes
art since 1900 and rehappenings and develop1,orope. It also relates

,
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440 SOUTH
WINCHESTER
(across from Mystery House)

SAN JOSE
244-0880

COMPLETE RENTAL DEPT.
OPEN MON., THURS., FRI. 711. 9 P.M.
MASTER CHARGE, B. OF A.. FIRST NATIONAL

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
AND

50 COPIES
(81/2 x 11 One Side, Including Paper)
Other quantities and sixes proportionately economical

WHILE YOU WAIT
(About 10 Minutes)

Globe Printing Co.
(INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)

PHONE 295-6911

1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.
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COLLEGE
SPECIAL

one
free
visit

students,
staff,
and families

Includes
sauna

to the airport any old time (over 600 flights a week
between the Bay Area and Los Angeles/San Diego).

Lady Ni black

Fly home on PSA $11.43

SLENDF111/ING s 110N
2234 El Camino-296-5325-open 8:30-9 Mon. thru Fri.

(it home is Los Angeles or Hollywood/Burbank )
Electra Jets $11.43, Fan Jets $13.50.
San Diego $17.78 and $19.85.
Phone your
campus rep
or call PSA or drop in On
your travel agent.

COLLEGE SPECIAL
WITH THIS COUPON
Lady Niblaek’s will gine you one 20 treatments only $24.50, and no
free complementary treatment, in- contracts to sign!
cluding sauna bath.

Personalized
No Contract Treat ments Sauna Bath
riluitiNiiiit.4%4W1W4W6WW

*/

J=.5/4
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
KALAMAZOO BASS GUITAR, exl.
cond. $100. Hagstrom bass guitar, super
fast. 2 mo. old, $250. Electronic freak out! Moog Theremin - $150,’offer. Bell
helmet, sz. 61/4 $20. Kodak Retina IIIC,
35mrn camera, $35. Call Larry or Allan.
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
297-3496.
SPARTA EUROPE ’61 $339. June 18- PARACHUTE. SLEEVE & pack. Almost
Sept. 7. Jet non-stop S.F.-Amsterdam new, red canopy, Hussler modification.
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group $50. 353-1763 after 6 p.m.
leader. 356-8121.
TYPEWRITER, stylish Royal port.. with
TEACHER OF CLASSICAL guitar. Call case. 1965 model. Hardly used. $30/ofter. 294.8857.
298-5255 anytime. Ask for Behroori.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per 3-4’ SAILBOATS & i4’ skiboat &
year for married, good students. Also, Must sell by 3/15. No reasonable offer
excellent savings for single men over refused. 295-2827 - 287-6264.
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
WOMEN’S GOLF CLUBS. Starter set. 7
FREE DISCOUNT BUTTONS. Pick up clubs & bag. $30. 294-9953.
your Tower list cards March 4-15 on 7th
ROYAL TYPEWRITER - $30, solid, oldSt. Help make YOUR TOWER LIST.
NEW PSYCHEDELIC BAR just opened er type. EAC. shape. 266.9840 aft. 4 pm
Light show. Gogo dancers. Everybody MAGNAVOX PORT. stereo. Gd. cond.
dance. M & Tues. nights. Bring your $50 294-2121.
date. The Sorority House. 460 William.

MEN OR WOMEN to sell plastic Jewelry & Baby pants. Ed. commission. 2720133 after 5 p.m.

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
race, color, creed or national origin.

EUROPE ’68 - from $329 round trip.
June 19.Sept. 9. Write or call for upplication & flight schedule, Prof. Mage,
P. 0. Box 6281. San Jose 95150 or 294.
7874.
STUDENTS: BEWARE OF the kite eatIliarn St. Park. - C.
ing treo
Brown.
COMING AGAIN TO SJS. The War
Daly. Sat.. Mar 16th.
Genre. .)
6. 7. B. 9
FIVE PLUS FOUR MAKES MORE happiness .
,. wash - 25c. 4 mini.
wag , Auto Wash - 732

AUTOMOTIVE 121

$2"

’62 OLDSMOBILE CONY. C’ean,
mechanical shape. Must sell, 293-9972.
Ask for Rick Fiset.
AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 DMus. ’60. New
trans., clutch, tires, excel. cond. 43,000
mi. $1195 295-8194.
’63 CORVAIR MONZA. New trans. &
difrnl. Red.. het., 4.spd. Must sell. 293.
1608.
FOR SALE: ’65 Bel Aire, Metallic blue
locitop. 283 On. trans. Rod., het., pow.
steering. $1400/offer. Cell 292.5868
after 7 p.m. wkdays.
’65 GTO 4.spd., posi., mags., traction
bars, cheater slicks. Reverb. Complete
instruments, etc. $2200 967-1984.
’67 AUSTIN HEALY Sprite, Exl. cond.
Call 295-6263.
’67 CORVETTE. $2600. Cell Bill at 9642527 after 5 p.m.
’58 VW Sunroof. $395. Ph. 2E17-0652.
58 N. 9th St. #5.
’66 HARLEY 250ce Sprint. Good cond.
$450/offer. Must sell. 353-1204.

THE WAR GAME. Have you seen it?
Morris Daily. Sat., March 16th. A must
flick!
HOUSING 151
WE NEED YOU ,i-d you for two va
V..,
Jr Woe terrace. Girls boarding
hoase spring semester. 177 S. 12th. Call
295.9619.

HELP WANTED (41
GIRLS -GIRLS. Telephone snle:., part
time, after school. Just a pleasant voice.
Hrly. wage + bonus. S. C. Chamber
of Commerce Promotion. Apply Con.
sumer Sampled Adv., 586 N. 1st Rm,
226. 292.2422.
GIRLS! WE NEED go-go dancers &
waitresses for newly opened psychedelic
bar near campus. No exp. net. Must be
over 21. Call Bob at the Sorority House,
460 Wilhelm St. 286.5622.
FREE DISCOUNT BUTTONS. Pick up
your Tower list cards Mar. 4-15 on 7th
St. Help maim YOUR TOWER LIST.
HASHERS WANTED for lunch & dinner.
2 meals for one. Apply 124 S. 11th. 2979958.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
house with 4 others. $40/mo. 294-8352.
FOR RENT: 2 bdr. unfurn. apt. 5 min.
from SJSC. Call 293-5995.

PIPE ORGANIST WANTED - Male or
female. 1ST Presbyterian Church of
Santa Clara. Eves. call 246-0355.
BABYSITTER. MW, WF, or MF em.,
9:00.11:45. Car necessary, 15 min. from I MALE ROOMMATE - $45/mo. Pool.
State. 258.1035.
Anne Darling Apts. Bob Rice, 251-3957. WANT A FREE CAR for 6 mos? In
return you drive stud, to school from
LOCAL PUBLISHING concern needs MEN -QUIET RM. Wall.wall carpet. Priv- Palo Alto area. Classes MW 5:30-9 p.m.
young lady to handle phone. Top salary. ate porch, furnace heat. 406 S. 11th.
Cm, 3239726
Morn. OR eves. Call Mr. Ford 287-6083, Reasonable. All work guaranteed. 294.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Ella Kazan

i" NOW IN PAPERBACK!
= I BEST SELLER!-N.Y. Times
IN STOCK NOW!

BOOK
STORE.

south tenth, near San Carlos
across from men’s dorms
286-0930

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

’63 VW BUS. Bee, camper inside. Exc.
cond. $1450. Come see us. 542 S. 8th.
’65 MUSTANG, 6.cyl., 3spd., R/H. e
mortice’, qd. tires. exc. cond. Very clean.
Rear. 51450, 253.8588.

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make

FOR SALE 131
GREAT BOOKS OF THE Western
World -I- book case. Syntopicon, Great
Ideas program. Exl. cond. $190, call
286-2977 after 5 p.m.
SKIS . . . HEAD COMPETITION 205
cm, Nevada toe & Marker heel. $95,
286-3767
WEDDING DRESS. Cost over $200. Sell
for $75. #32" bust. Peau deSoi material.
Ph. 377-2089.

3 linos
4 Nits
4 lines
6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
tionsi line

Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
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’me BITTER. ENO’
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No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

One day

Two days

Three days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
---3.0-

2.25
2.75
325
3.75

2.40
2.90
340
-190

-EA
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

Four days

Five days

CHECK A CLASSIFICATIQV
Personals (7)
0 Help Wanted (4)

JD Announcements (I)
(3 Automotive (2)
O For Sale (9)

to Spartan Daily

check out

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

To Place
an ad:
Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

’68 FAIRLN. SPT. CPE. V-8. "260" cid 4spd., R/H, bit, seats. Exc. cond. Ask for
Jerry, 298.0174.

TUE ARRANGEMENT

SERVICES 181

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM rubes.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: 2 blks. Free delivery, free service. No centred.
from campus. $45/mo. - own rm. Call Cell 251-2598.
after 4:30 287-1634.
TYPING - Term papers, theses, etc.
2 GIRLS NEEDED. Nice apt. on S. 11th Rensonable. All work guaranteed. 274for $38 ea. 298-3479 aft. 6:30 p.m. 3772.
M.Th.
GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
VERY ATTRACTIVE, roomy & quiet apt. prompt. Will edit. Near San Jose State.
suitable for 2 people. On 4th St., Mrs. Aslanian, 298,4104.
across from school. $100/mo. Avail. TYPING DONE, 25c/page. Call Larry,
March 15th. Call 297.9253. ask for Dave. 244.7174 after 4 p.m,
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec3 LRGE, RMS. FURN. $135/mo. All util. tric. Masters - Reports - Dissertaincluded. Girls or couple. 595 S. 9th. tions. Marianne Tarnberq, 1924 Harris
ce 259 1547, Avail. after March 15th. Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
2 SR/GRAD GIRLS needed to share DRESSMAKING - ALTERATIONS
Irge. house 1/2 blk. from campus. 286. Judith - 258-1288.
2461 after 6 p.m.
IBM ELEC. TYPING - 50c/page. 264.MALE-UPPER DIV. roommate needed. 2067, my home.
Large apt. near campus. Call 293-7721.
TYPING IN MY HOME. 40c/page dbl.
148 E. William #4.
space. Carbon copies Sc. 266-4527.
MALE STD. HOUSE to share own rm.
at $48.50
util. Parlor & kit. 167 E. FAST. RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. Mrs.
St. John St. 295.6869.
Baxter.
MEN ... SML, CLEAN, single w/living
rm., kit. 8, parking. 520 ’mo. 532 S. 9th.
TRANSPORTATION 191
See Jim or 264.3994 after 6 p.m.

’60 HILLMAN HUSKY sta. wagon. 4 dr.
w/w, good cond. $350, call 292-4530.

make a note to read . . .

LOST AND FOUND (6)
LOST. GERMAN SHEPHERD puppy. SilL4,111.,. Sat. nite. 3/2.
ver -Are. Lost
Answers to the name of Phoebes. Reward. Contact M. Peterson, 41 S. 8th.
#2. Affection has grown. Please return
if found. Thank you.
LOST: Blk. wallet. Call Marilyn Onia,
252.4168. Reward!
LOST: SILVER-GREY Terrier. 2 yrs. old,
named Cadton. Lost 3,4, call 294,6572.
400 S. 13th,
LOST: GER. SHEP. 21/2 mo. old black
& tan. FOUND: large white dog. Call
Janice at 295-9811.

FEM. ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
house w/4 others. $40/mo. 294.8352.

’55 FORD CONV. Pow, steer., elec.
top, auto, trans, good radio & tires.
$140 or best offer. Joe, 286-9825.

ft

Wednesday, March 11 196R

art with social. ecottusittc, and poI litical events in the United States."
Powers said as a teacher of art
appreciation he has been greatly
concerned with relating painting
and environment because it is environment the artist is responding
to, interpreting, and articulating in
his work.
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0 Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)

0 Servicu (8)
0 Transportation 79)

Print Name

Foe

Address

Enclosed Is $ __-

City

Days

Phone

SENO CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please SHOW 2 days attar placing for ad to spasm

